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At Play with the Giants
Between the Patchy Anthropocene and Romantic Geology
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I consider how the ideas of the patchy Anthropocene forwarded by the editors of this special issue provide a way to do
anthropology otherwise by reversing the relationship between the background and foreground in our studies. This
switch allowsme to bring to the fore the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River as both a hydrological entity and a geological event
and the interrelations between these two as explored in geological writings. It helps grow the kinds of accounts that are
appropriate to the complexity of the Anthropocene. At the same time I also pose that the inner structure of the
imagination must change to be in step and similarly appropriate to our entangled and scaled-up present. The romantic
geology of the early nineteenth century, particularly that of the German romantic Novalis, provides interesting ex-
periments with commensurating humans to the geological. It does so by thinking the human as tending toward the
nonhuman, thus possibly at play with the mountainous giants who shaped the earth’s topography in romantic imag-
ination. I consider how gigantism may be explored as a dimension of human existence in the Anthropocene even as we
consider the human in her particularity.
The Patchy Anthropocene and the Messy
Question of Subjectivity

As is by now well known, the geologist Paul Crutzen is credited
with suggesting the label of the Anthropocene to demarcate our
present as an epoch marked by human impacts on a global scale
(Crutzen and Stroemer 2012 [2011]). While Dipesh Chakra-
barty’s “Climate of History” is among early writings within the
social sciences and humanities asking how we as scholars are to
take stock of this new phenomenon in which we have likely been
immersed for an epoch already (Chakrabarty 2009), there have
been only scattered responses within anthropology. The most
exhaustive, but also by its nature unsystematic, is the accumu-
lation of concepts, “a lexicon to think the anthropocene yet un-
seen” to allow us to see “this time otherwise” (Howe and Pandian
2016). Meanwhile, the idea of the Anthropocene has spread far
andwide, encompassing efforts at setting a start date of the epoch
within the deep history of human actions (Lewis and Maslin
2015; Swanson 2015; Zalasiewicz et al. 2011) to efforts at push-
ing back on the recentering of the humans by asking if we might
think of humans as affected rather than affecting Earth (Clark
2010; Groves 2015).

The introduction to this special issue (Tsing, Mathews, and
Bubandt 2019) is perhaps the most comprehensive approach to
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the challenges posed by the Anthropocene to anthropology and
its mode of engaging with the changing world. Without re-
hearsing its arguments, I home in on its claim that to adequately
take on the challenges posed by the Anthropocene to anthro-
pology we need to start with landscapes, specifically their in-
ternal structures; that this focus will necessarily displace atten-
tion from the human to human-nonhuman relations and the
forms and properties of their surround; and that such structures
better enable patches, necessarily awkward, to systems, with the
climate being one of the pervasive systems at work at present
under the rubric of the Anthropocene. There is a certain elegance
to this framework as in one fell swoop it deals with the problem
of anthropocentrism, it avoids the fetishizing of the nonhuman,
it takes up myriad elements (humans, nonhumans, landscapes)
in their complex configurations, and it allows for actual scenarios
and fallouts from not just climate but also plantation modes of
organization and production, vast circulation and transportation
systems, that is, the interrelations and interstices of systems (see
Connolly 2017). And what is particularly thrilling is that they see
this move to thinking the landscape in this manner as a way to
change the background and foreground relationship within an-
thropology. In other words, anthropology has always been at-
tentive to landscape but has mostly treated it as the background
to human organization and action. The editors ask what it would
take tomake the landscape itself, with its structure and patches to
systems, with its internal heterogeneity and sociality in an ex-
panded sense of the word, as the subject of our inquiry. It is this
provocation that leads into the exploration ahead of thinking
the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River, the site of my fieldwork, as the
subject of my inquiry, to ask what we can elicit of its internal
structure and relation to wider systems from available geological
served. 0011-3204/2019/60S20-0013$10.00. DOI: 10.1086/702756
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scholarship, in order to produce complex accounts of landscapes
adequate to the realities of the Anthropocene.

Yet I cannot help feeling that one enduring dimension of
anthropology falls out of view with this resolute attention to
landscape architectonics, which is a consideration of subjectiv-
ity, within this patch framework. By an expanded subjectivity, I
mean perception, cognition, feeling, experience, even a sense of
self and interiority, imagination and not just limited to humans
alone. Subjectivity does the work of giving dimension to the
actors and actants within this landscape in the manner that
history, which is resolutely pressed by the editors, brings the
quality of the palimpsest to landscapes. If their framework is not
to seem a recasting of patch ecology but rather its reanimation,
we need to continue to struggle with one of the central questions
posed by Chakrabarty in his 2009 article and again in his 2014
article “Climate and Capital: On Conjoined Histories,” which is,
How do we cognize beyond the scope of our current historical
sensibility and imagine nonhuman scales of time? Another way
to orient Chakrabarty’s question for the purposes of this short
meditation is to ask, How does the scale of the gigantic pose a
problem for thought and experience?

Again Tsing, Mathews, and Bubandt’s (2019) fecund intro-
duction provides some productive pathways for exploration. In it
theywrite that they are agnostic to scale. I take them tomean that
they do not feel that there are universally accepted or scientifi-
cally neutral areal units superimposed on the earth’s surface that
we have to take as given, to be constrained by their nature to
order thinking according to a given progression, say, from the
local to the global (see Herod 2011). Second, it is the editors’
sense that humans and nonhumans have to be considered to-
gether to be adequate to the realities of the Anthropocene, that is,
we have to be done with considering the human alone. Applying
these provocations to my question of the scale of the gigantic
leads me to speculate that gigantism may present itself to sub-
jectivity within the ordinary, that is, it does not have to be scaled
to be experienced, and that this experience may be found within
humans becoming nonhuman to themselves.

Both of these possibilities of the ordinary experience of the
gigantic and the human becoming nonhuman to itself are ex-
plored in thefield of romantic geology,which originated both the
poetry of nature and the scientific study of the earth. According
to Noah Heringman (2004), the scientific discipline of geology
emerged out of the late eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-
century romantic interest in the earth as part of its efforts to put
humans back into nature. Meticulous note-taking and efforts at
systematizing description existed alongside essayistic medita-
tions and poetry. Later literary production became separated
from scientific work and practical ventures, the study of fossils
became the preserve of paleontology and physical anthropology,
whilemineralogists took further the romantic interest in the rock
record in order to uncover the riches of the earth’s interior.
Geology emerged as a science from mineralogy (Rupke 1990).
Initially an ornamental science to be dabbled in by gentlemen of
leisure, as for instance in Britain and colonial India (Grout 1990),
it only acquired importance in advancing the cause of scientific
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knowledge and economic opportunities after agriculture and
manufacture had their heydays.

What interests me in this trajectory of romantic geology is the
manner in which the surface of the earth was experienced as an
other but also one by which to know oneself as an other, to be
able to use the impresses on one’s mind and the body’s
proportions and sensations as the means by which to experience
something outside of ordinary apprehension, often marked as
the exterior, the infinite, the gigantic (Stewart 1993). The rela-
tionship sought between oneself and the material other, which is
more usefully cast as making oneself, one’s experiences, and
one’s actions and expressions commensurate with the gigantic,
seems a useful way to think the human as simultaneously human
and nonhuman within the Anthropocene. In other words if we
consider the Anthropocene to be both an era ushered by humans
in which they function as a geological force and one in which
human “implicatedness” escapes apprehension for being outside
of the scope of cognition and imagination, then romantic efforts
tomake humans as the “corporeal double” (Heringman 2004:42)
of material forms and processes seems pertinent in redressing
this problem. Alongside accounts of the patchy Anthropocene it
seems important to consider the changing contours of subjec-
tivity, thought, experience, and imagination, if only to retain the
scope for the possible within them.

In this short paper I begin with a classic scene of Henry von
Ofterdingen in a mine in a bildungsroman of the same name,
placed there by Friedrich von Hardenburg or Novalis, the
German romantic (Novalis 2015 [1802]). Novalis is partic-
ularly interesting in orienting us to romantic geology, and
not only because he is considered the romantic par excellence.
He trained in geology at the Mining Academy of Freiburg in
Saxony, studying under Abraham Gottlob Werner, who pro-
pounded a then-influential theory of the watery origin of the
earth as opposed to its volcanic origins. Among the extensive
notes that Novalis kept for the encyclopedia he was composing
but which he never published were his scientific observations,
many of which were on geological topics, such as the physical
appearance and chemical behavior of different rocks (Novalis
2007). His protagonist Henry’s pleasure in mountains and
caves, the latter crafted through the labor of miners, militates
against any easy association of nature within wilderness in
contradistinction to a distinctly human realm. It is the site of
making commensurate human bodies to different temporal
and spatial scales, providing us an orientation to romantic
geology. I next turn from this scene from within mountains to
my field site of the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River to effect a shift
in viewing it as a water body sustaining riverine communities to
understanding it as the side effect of a series of earthquakes that
impacted the topography of the region over the course of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This shift in perspective is
captured in geological writings on the Brahmaputra-Jamuna
River that are analyzed for the purposes of showing how ro-
mantic aesthetics continues to inform postcolonial geology.
Tsing, Mathews, and Bubandt’s (2019) understanding of the
patch as interrelating landscape structure and systems helps us
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to see how the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River provides a patch
between the Bengal delta and the Anthropocene. But we still
need romantic geology to push us to ask how humans in the
delta take on aspects of the human and nonhuman within the
Anthropocene, how their gestures and actions mimic the earth
and carry the hint of the gigantic within them. However, this
sense of the gigantic as a dimension of one’s being is different
than those of giants at play imagined by Novalis as those who
originated the earth’s topography with its deep craters and
soaring mountains. The difference in the perception of the
gigantic within the Bengal delta points to one of the final
comments of Tsing, Mathews, and Bubandt (2019) that I take
into consideration, which is that even as the Anthropocene
seems to further abstract the human from that of a species to a
geological force, the specificity of the individual human or
community is never entirely lost within patchy landscapes. The
challenge is to hold all dimensions of the human together, as
human as species and force and as particular humans. Novalis
provides us some orientation to this particularity through the
importance he gives to art, leading me to turn finally to two
dancers, one of whom is from Bangladesh, attempting to ex-
press movements across the earth in order to explore how they
might help us to newly comprehend humans as creatures of the
patchy Anthropocene.

Henry in the Mine: The Lineaments
of Romantic Geology

In Novalis’sHenry von Ofterdingen: A Romance (2015 [1802]),
Henry seeks to know himself and goes on a voyage of self-
discovery. This is the most conventional of motivations for
travel within the romantic era and also perhaps the most as-
sociated with colonial dispossession and violence (Said 1978).
However, there is a minor tradition even in this, and it is one in
which one travels in one’s own country to learn to be curious
about its physical contours, which otherwise appear to have “a
dead, repulsive appearance” (Novalis 2015 [1802]:42). Henry
wishes to go up close to the hills and mountains that he can see
at the far distance, to see if they “might speak to him in ex-
planation of their wonderful origin” (2015 [1802]:42).

Once in the shadows of the mountains, Henry is taken to a
vast cave system by a retired miner. ThroughHenry’s systematic
descriptions he attempts to capture the nature of the cave he is
shown. His words are those of a dispassionate observer:

The entrance was low, and the old man took a torch and first
clambered over some fragments of rock. A perceptible cur-
rent of air blew towards them, and the oldman assuring them
that they could follow with confidence . . . The path, at first
narrow, emerged into a spacious and lofty cave, which the
gleam of the torches could not fully illumine. Some openings,
however, were seen in the rocky wall opposite. The ground
was soft and quite even; the walls and ceiling were also nei-
ther rough nor irregular. But the innumerable bones and
teeth which covered the ground, chiefly attracted the atten-
tion of all. Many were in a full state of preservation, some
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bore marks of decay, whilst some projecting here and there
from the walls seemed petrified. Most of them were of ex-
traordinary size and strength. (Novalis 2015 [1802]:53)

Further on, asHenry stands contemplating the bone remains
of large prehistoric creatures within this enormous cave, he is
stirred to think,

“May it not be possible,” thought he to himself, “that be-
neath our feet there moves by itself a world in mighty life,
that strange productions derive their being from the bowels
of the earth, which sends forth the internal heat of its dark
bosom into gigantic and preternatural shapes? Might not
these awful strangers have been driven forth once by the
piercing cold, and appeared amongst us, while perhaps at
the same time heavenly guests, living, speaking energies of
the stars, were visible above our heads? Are these bones the
remains of their wandering upon the surface, or of their
flight into the deep?” (Novalis 2015 [1802]:54)

We find a direct parallel between Henry’s musings of wan-
dering creatures from a subterranean kingdom and the miner’s
understanding of the mountains as themselves wandering,
which “exhibit the traces of their former ways, and perhaps
they desired to support themselves without foreign aid, to take
their own way to Heaven” (2015 [1802]:60).

These deliberate parallels between biological beings and
physical forms are not coincidental. Heringman shows how de-
scriptive poetry enabled rocks to come into focus as an object of
study, helping coin environmental concepts, such as the “rock
record” and “natural resources,” and enabling and sustaining an
economic interest in Earth’s matter at the start of the industrial
revolution. But there is a bit more to it than the complicity
of romanticism and geology with extractive economies (Groves
2017). There are in romantic science the deep beliefs that the
imagination can produce an aesthetical encounter with the geo-
logical and the determination to encounter and think poetically
with rocks. This thinkingwith rocks proliferated beyond thinking
of human susceptibility to Earth’s eventfulness or, as more re-
cently, Earth’s susceptibility to human eventfulness, to a thinking
through association, which included causation but also extended
into thinking through resemblance, mimicry, and contiguity. So,
for instance, Heringman writes of the poetWilliamWordsworth
that his writings attempt to testify to the more-than-human
physicality that haunts existence. The literary criticWilliamBlake
wrote of rocks as the parents of man. There is both the insistent
theme upon the “alien vestiges of a prehuman world” (Hering-
man 2004:8) and an effort to produce human figures, such as “an
old man [who] dramatizes the qualities of this rock in the service
of the geological explanation of materiality” (2004:37). Rock,
which initially appears as illegible, is made legible through its
“corporeal double” (2004:42). As Novalis muses through the
figure of the hermit whom Henry and the miner find within the
caves, “Nature approaches man; and if she were once an un-
couthly teeming rock, then is she now a quietly thriving plant, a
silent human artist” (Novalis 2015 [1802]:61).Where nature once
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expressed itself through the movements of rock, it is now to be
found on the face of a plant or the body of an artist at work.

The Brahmaputra-Jamuna River as a Geological
Event and a Hydrological Entity

The year was 2015 and I was in Chauhali, Shirajganj, standing
in the courtyard of a house on what I called a silt island but was
more scientifically described as char or a braid bar in themiddle
of a channel of the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River. I was speaking
to two chauras, as those who live on chars were called. One
broke off in the middle of speaking to look searchingly at the
other standing with us to ask, “Did you feel it?” The second
nodded affirmatively. My feet were shoe shod, whereas the two
were barefoot. At my look of puzzlement, the first explained,
there was just a rumble under the ground. I asked if it was an
indication of avulsion or erosion that frequently beset char land
but both insisted that it was a small earthquake (bhumikompo).
I knew that chauras were very attuned to the movements of the
soil under their feet. Many had feet whose toes splayed im-
pressively to allow them to grip the soil when they walked along
the river’s edge as large chunks of land are known to topple over
into the water without any warning. But this earthquake was
not the same as avulsion. It was located farther down,making it
hard for my companions to estimate how far down it was. I
asked if they had ever experienced anything more substantial
than these tremors. They introduced me to an octogenarian
who recalled a period in his early twenties when the grounds
shook, the river waters turned red with mud, entire forests slid
into the water with their trunks clogging the channels down-
stream providing ready bridges for people, while fishes and
other dead animals floated to the surface choked by mud. I
traced his memory to the 1950 earthquake in Assam.

F. Kingdon-Ward, the botanist who experienced the earth-
quake firsthand, would later write:

On the evening of 15 August 1950, one of the biggest earth-
quakes ever recorded took place in south-eastern Tibet, close
to the Assam frontier. Its epicenter was about twenty miles
north-west of Rima, in the valley of the Lohit river, or rather,
in the valley of its north-western branch, called the Rong Tho
Chu. Incalculable damage was done in the mountains, but
there was little direct loss of life, either here or on the plains.
Since that date the Brahmaputra has overflowed its banks
every year; both Sadiya andDibrugarh [two other rivers] have
been partly destroyed—the latter especially in 1954—and
worse may happen. (Kingdon-Ward 1955:290)

The ominous, quasi-prophetic tone in his writing reflected his
almost intimate concern for the Himalayas and for the fact that
the rivers would be forever changed, if not destroyed, in order to
bear the brunt of an earthquake with the status of a megathrust.
A megathrust is produced by the collision of two continental
plates and is generally considered to be exponentially more
powerful than an earthquake produced at a subduction zone or
the sliding of an oceanic plate, generally thinner, under that of
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a continental plate. However, his other major concern was the
fact that floods, which were decadal in the Brahmaputra, would
now become an annual affair. In other words, what was previ-
ously an unusual event caused by the fluke coincidence of
monsoon rains and the simultaneous rise of waters of all three
major rivers (Padma, Meghna, Brahmaputra-Jamuna) in the
Bengal Delta leading to an unusual overflow of river channels
had just become a regular feature of the lives of those living by
the river. To draw out the implications of this prognosis even
further, floods that had been reliant on the coincidence of local
factors had just been regionalized and made into a seasonal
event, as has proved to be the case since the 1950s.

The Assam earthquake in 1950 produced the Brahmaputra-
Jamuna River in the form in which I encountered it while
conducting fieldwork among the communities living alongside
the river and on its chars. The insight that this river originated
from an earthquake or a series of them did not come from my
interlocutors whose memories went back only as far as their
great-grandparents, as I ascertained from the kinship charts
I made with them. They came from reading the geological
scholarship on the river. Geology as a scholarly discipline did
not take root in colonial India until the early nineteenth cen-
tury, in part because it was not readily evident to the East India
Company how it could profit from it, and there was a lack of
practical expertise in carrying out thework (Grout 1990). It was
only after the British government took over ruling India that
the Crown sought to make a tally of its holdings and to acquire
as much empirical information as possible of the territories
under its control. The geological surveys were a powerful tool
that they deployed to this end. As Andrew Grout writes in his
history of geology in South Asia, the geological surveys well
integrated economic and scholarly interest in geology and
continued under the jurisdiction of the relevant ministries even
after the Partition of India and the subsequent separation of
Pakistan and Bangladesh. While the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
with its geological museum and journal, served as the early
venue for the publication and distribution of geological knowl-
edge without it needing to be routed through the British metro-
pole, geological education stagnated for a long period, held
back by racist attitudes regarding the aptitude of Indians for
scientific thinking. In postcolonial Pakistan and later Bangladesh,
geology was first established as a stand-alone discipline at the
University of Dacca in 1949 and was further institutionalized in
Rajshahi University in 1975 and Jahangirnagar University in
1985.1

Grout notes an interesting colonial formation by which East
India Company servants and British scholars worked together
to do what was called “network research” and about which he
writes: “The ‘network’ was largely composed of Company ser-
vants who were interested in their study of natural history
but who were directed in their studies from London” (Grout
1990:10). In other words, patronage was an important aspect of
geological research. While it is not clear from the existing his-
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tories and websites speaking of geological education in Ban-
gladesh, it would seem from the order of authors and their des-
ignation in scholarly papers that there may still be a network
component to current configurations of knowledge production.
So while contemporary geological science on Bangladesh ap-
pears to be produced predominantly by scientists, engineers, and
practitioners located in the first world, notably the Netherlands,
England, and the United States, there is considerable involve-
ment of scientists and practitioners in Bangladesh. The few ge-
ologists with whom I have spoken in the United States under-
lined that their work would be impossible without collaboration
with Bangladeshi scientists who are attuned to the nuances of
differences in rock and soil types, who can more easily access
government-held data sets, ranging from the Water Develop-
ment Board to the state-run Space Agency’s historical archives
on satellite imagery, and who are in Bangladesh all year round.
But there was an apparent difference in terms of the interests
of local and international scholarship. Perhaps because of the
availability of development funding or nationalist concerns, Ban-
gladeshi scholars tended to be more interested in the coupled
nature of hydro-geomorphic and ecosystem responses to natu-
ral and human-caused change, such as arsenic poisoning and
climate change, whereas the scholars, at least from the United
States, were more focused on the early earth, the earth’s inte-
rior, and the relationship between surface processes and the
earth’s deep processes. But an interesting overlap in their sci-
entific works was trying to determine how to understand the
Brahmaputra-Jamuna River within many timescales.

During the 1950 Assam earthquake, entire mountains in the
Himalayan range collapsed and fell into theDihang/Brahmaputra
River, as the river is called farther north of Bangladesh. The sed-
iment produced of that collapse clogged the river, requiring its
expansion, change of course, and merger with another, previously
small, river to clear a massive passageway for the sediment to flow
downstream into the Bay of Bengal. In other words, the river was
the product of an earthquake that changed the course of an older
river, enabling it to discharge the sediment built up as a conse-
quence of the earthquake. The sediment was the engine of the
newer river, with its life course inextricably tied to the decreas-
ing volume of built-up particles intermixed with its waters. Geo-
logical framings of the river show how it is both a water body,
that is, a hydrological entity, but also an event in time. In his early
work on the Brahmaputra-Jamuna, James Coleman describes this
event in cautious terms:

The main channel (one of three) of the Brahmaputra at Na-
gabari transports approximately 3,700,000 tons of suspended
material a day when the discharge is 1,180,000 cusecs. . . .
Even during lower flow (900,000 cusecs) this single channel
carries over 1,640,000 tons a day. The other two channels,
although somewhat smaller, obviously carry similar quanti-
ties of sediment. Therefore, during flood the channel system
transports nearly 5,000,000 tons of sediment a day. . . . This
heavy silt load might be the result of seismic disturbances in
the lower Himalayas and Assam Hills in 1950, which partially
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clogged the Brahmaputra and undoubtedly subjected the hill
regions to increased runoff and erosion. (Coleman 1969:155)

By 2006, Maminul Haque Sarkar and Colin R. Thorne pro-
vide a stronger assessment of the influence of the 1950 earth-
quake on the river not just in terms of its sediment load but also
in terms of the geometry of its channels: “This study puts for-
ward the hypothesis that morphological changes have occurred
in response to disturbance of the fluvial system by the 1950
Assam earthquake. Landslides triggered by the earthquake gen-
erated about 45#10 to the power of 9 m cubed of sediment,
much of which entered the Brahmaputra River and its tribu-
taries” (2006:289). And in their 2014 article they suggest that
unless there is another earthquake to produce a build up of
sediment for the Brahmaputra-Jamuna to pump to the ocean,
it is likely that the river will widen and disperse as braids across
the landscape even as it migrates westward:

The Jamuna’s braiding index is currently about 2.5 and its
average width is around 12 km. In response to a 20% increase
inmonsoon flood, discharge accompanied by a proportionate
increase in sediment load, the regime depth will increase by
about 40 cm. Under this scenario, the width will increase, but
the braiding intensity will be unchanged. However, if the
discharge increases but the sediment load remains unchanged
(due to reduced sediment yield from the basin and river
upstream), the bed will be lowered by a greater amount be-
cause adjustment to a new regime condition will be delayed
due to the lack of sediment. The river will widen and become
more braided, with a braiding index of 3 to 3.5. . . . It is also
distinctly possible that a future major earthquake could
generate another pulse of sediment input, like that associated
with the 1950 Assam earthquake. (Sarkar et al. 2014:56–57)

Although the 1950 earthquake may appear as an originary
event for the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River, with the early geo-
logical claims being that the Jamuna changed course and be-
came a braided river largely as a consequence of the earth-
quake, Sarkar et al. (2014) provide a useful corrective to this.
They write that in 1830 the Jamuna River had a single-thread
meandering planform or outline when looked at from above. It
continued to be meandering through 1914, although it moved
westward and its channel narrowed. Between 1914 and 1954,
the river continued migrating westward, although by this time
its channel had widened and it had metamorphized or trans-
formed from meandering to braided. Thus, it was an already
mobile river in mid-transition when the 1950 earthquake oc-
curred. While Sarkar and Thorne (2006) and Sarkar et al.
(2014) are careful to insist on this prior nature of the river, they
also emphasize that the river’s inherent dynamism should not
be mistaken for a state of dynamic equilibrium after the event
of the earthquake. In other words, the river did not simply
absorb the effects of the earthquake and continue on as usual
but, rather, the earthquake transposed its temporality in the
form of a sediment wave through it with consequences for the
river’s fluvial geomorphology or channel shape and size.
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It is suggested that the fine fraction of this sediment (silt and
clay) travelled quickly through the system, without disturbing
the morphology of the channels, before settling in the Meghna
Estuary. In contrast, the coarser fraction (sand) has taken half a
century to travel through the system, moving as a wave of bed
material load, with a celerity between 16 and 32 km yr. Anal-
yses of historical maps and satellite images, together with rec-
ords of discharge, water level, sediment transport and cross-
sectional form, reveal a sequence of morphological change
in the Jamuna-Padma-Lower Meghna system, with a down-
stream phase lag that is commensurate with the celerity of the
coarse sediment wave. (Sarkar et al. 2014:58)

There is an inner debate as to whether the passage of sand pro-
duced more aggradation or degradation of river beds, more
braiding or fewer channels, more channel width or less. But the
more important aspect of this discussion is that the river has ac-
quired a highly complex character inwhich its branchesmaintain
their own distinction as meandering, braided, or sinuous, leading
to speculations as to whether the river is anastomosing, that is,
differentiating into many rivers while forging new lines of con-
nection across them. This discussion underlines the importance
of sediment flow in evolving the river’s complex character but,
as well, the river’s own tendency toward inner complexity.

Andrew Grout notes that even after geology became a pro-
fessional practice in Britain and colonial India it showed its
romantic proclivity through its fascination for “natural re-
cesses such as caves, grottoes, and mines, or unusual rock for-
mations, isolated boulders, waterfalls, gorges and mountain
peaks” (Grout 1990:13). Andhemaintained that such romantic
elements stayed within an institutionalized geology. One is
initially hard-pressed to see aspects of romantic geology, ex-
plored in the previous section, within scholarly treatments of
the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River inwhich the river appears only
in terms of water discharge, sediment load, channel morphol-
ogy, braiding index, etc. These geo-fluvial landscapes are no-
tably shorn of humans who once served as the measure of the
scale of the observed geological phenomenon, by lending his or
her body to suggest a proportion far in excess of the human or
to invite an isomorphism of sorts.

Yet there are distinct echoes of romantic aesthetics within the
postcolonial geology of the Brahmaputra-Jamuna particularly in
its understanding of the river as an event in time and its nature to
undertake metamorphosis. The eventfulness of the river is the
particular temporality introduced by the earthquake that made
the river into an extension of the earthquake, a passageway for
the sediment buildup that the earthquake produced, slated to
taper off once the sediment has been successfully transported.
While every ecosystem is always changing, and elements within
it come and go, this particular element of the river seemed to me
to be something else, an extrusion not of amaterial object but of a
movement with its own internal temporality from below the
surface of the earth. Here I see the river serve as a proxy for the
human body and mountains within romantic geology in com-
municating the movements from a subterranean kingdom.
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Within romantic science more broadly, metamorphosis is
understood as change with respect to oneself as opposed to
change imposed by external conditions. While Goethe is the
figure most obviously associated with articulating this un-
derstanding of metamorphosis through his study of plants,
Novalis extends Goethe’s understanding of metamorphosis to
the observation of nature more broadly in his Novices of Sais
(2005 [1802]) in which he represents all things in nature,
including humans, changing in themselves. The geologists’
insistence that the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River was already
changing when it experienced the 1950 earthquake and that it
has maintained its own dynamic, even heterogeneous, nature
despite the superimposition of sediment flows, suggests a cer-
tain, perhaps enduring, romantic commitment to understand-
ing how the river is both in itself, as a hydrological entity, and a
trace of a seismic event.

From the River to the Delta: Sediment as a Patch

How do we go from the romantic elements within geological
writings on the Brahmaputra-Jamuna River to the Anthropo-
cene (see also Kelly et al. 2018)? As we see from the interrelation
between the 1950 earthquake in Assam and the Brahmaputra-
Jamuna River, sediment is an important materialization of the
movement produced of the earthquake through the river. Sedi-
ment helps to evolve its character and structure, but it is also im-
portant for the Bengal delta as a whole. The delta is the product
of the interrelation between different waves of sedimentation
occurring on the earth’s surface and tectonics or processes de-
termining the movement of the earth’s eight plates. The collision
of continental plates that produced the Himalayas produced an
enormous sediment supply. Currently the delta fans out of the
Asian subcontinent in the shape of a triangle. This is because it
was largely extended by the flow of the sediment away from the
collision site and the subsequent accumulation of sediment over
the edge of the paleoshelf or the former land surface. But the delta
has not formed through the aggradation of sediment alone. It re-
lies on the sediment settling on its existing form for its contin-
ued stability and protection from the ocean waters. And the sed-
iment is coaxed into settling by the deeper tectonics of the delta.

The delta lies in the junction of three tectonic controls. The
Himalayan range puts pressure along the northernmost margin
of the delta basin. There are local processes, such as overthrust-
ing, compression, strike slips, and faulting occurring within the
basin. And the basin is also under the force of deformation by the
Indo-Burman fold belt to the east and the Shillong Massif
overthrust from the north. These have caused the flood plain
terraces comprising the basin to be uplifted, producing subsi-
dence and subbasins that are not well connected to one another.
When sediment moves across this landscape, these geological
features slow and catch the sediment (Goodbred et al. 2003). The
loss of sediment means the deepening of these basins, with the
result of worsening floods and the setting up of sharp gradients,
creating conditions for the future avulsions of rivers, that is, their
movements elsewhere.
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John Bellamy Foster (2000) shows howMarx was as attentive
to soil as to resource transfer as an important aspect of the pro-
duction of marginalization through colonial capitalism. In other
words, the transport of what seemed like waste products out of
India was actually a deprivation of naturally occurring fertilizers
from its soil. A more patchily scaled-up version of this produced
inequality for our present would be the control or, rather, dis-
ruption of global sediment flow. James Syvitski and Albert
Kettner (2011) make such a case for human impact at the level
of global stratigraphy or stratas within the rock record corre-
sponding to the geological time line. Human imprint is already
available through their interventions against the force of gravity,
decelerated and accelerated natural processes, focused energy,
and altered ecosystems. To this they add that humans have had a
significant impact on sediment flux starting 3,000 years ago.

While I do not here account for all the different ways that
they show humans to have done so, I focus on what conse-
quences this impact has on deltas. For many deltas, choked of
sediment, their aggradation or growth rates have decreased or
been nearly eliminated. Furthermore, they are also subsiding or
sinking faster than in any other period of Earth’s history as
humans mine for groundwater and petroleum and continue to
collapse the earth’s internal structure. In the midst of writing
this paper I received an inquiry from a young journalist writing
for GlacierHub asking if I could comment on the recent esca-
lation of tensions between India and Bangladesh over water
sharing arrangements for the Teesta River, a tributary of sorts
of the Brahmaputra. In preparing to speak to her I realized that
the representatives of both countries kept using the same terms,
“water for irrigation for our farmers,” making it appear that
the two countries had a shared problem. In reality, irrigation
means different things to each. For India, irrigation is the
physical rerouting of river waters to parched fields, while for
Bangladesh, irrigation is the annual flooding of the fields and
their enrichment by silt or sediment. So while a clearly worded
treaty on water sharing might make rational sense, by avoiding
the differences in farming practices, the two political repre-
sentatives were in essence avoiding the main issue, which is
the deprivation of Bangladesh, of farmers, and of the delta of
sediment rather than water alone, with longer-term conse-
quences for the health of the delta beyond the farming cycle.

At Play with the Giants

Continuing his exegesis of the importance of becoming non-
human to oneself within romantic geology, Noah Heringman
notes its radicalness:

My emphasis, however, is on the other-than-human rather
than the other-than-self. The Hegelian dialectic of self and
other, or master and slave, turns on the “truth of self-
certainty,” just as the Kantian sublime turns on the integrity
of the self. Psychoanalytic and postcolonial theory also em-
phasize questions of identity-formation, accounting in part
for the great influence of “the other” as a theoretical category.
By contrast, the dwindling or dissolution of subjectivity is at
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issue in period accounts of geological otherness, as in literary
accounts of the sublime. (Heringman 2004:55, my emphasis)

As we noted earlier for Henry in Novalis’s novel, the early earth
was characterized by giants, be they primeval animals or
mountains, cavorting in nature. And Novalis is simultaneously
the one for whom the subject of the geologic sublime is onewho
could imagine a bark of stone growing over his own body,
registering the identity-dissolving effect of the other. There is
simultaneity in the fantasy of losing oneself and becoming a
giant at play. Despite being an overly cheerful image, it none-
theless has the potency to suggest the kind of human-nonhuman
creature one has to be within the Anthropocene to be equal to
its challenge of nonhuman scales, to recognize that one’s every
gesture holds the potential for the “dissolution of subjectivity”
or self-annihilation and for gigantic destructiveness, that one is
affected and destructive at the same time. But is this necessarily
an insight into all human gestures?

In the geological descriptions of the Brahmaputra-Jamuna
we focused on the aspect of the river as communicating its past
of seismic activity through its sediment load, while still main-
taining its distinction as a braided river with a heterogeneous
nature. The river served as the surface being privileged to ex-
press the seismic underground. Yet humans too serve as surface
beings to express the underground. The most prominent ex-
ample of this facility or, rather, the vulnerability of humans is
found in the plumbing for groundwater in places such as
Bangladesh. It pulled arsenic from the subsurface into mal-
nourished bodies, affecting no fewer than 100 million people
across South and Southeast Asia (Weinman et al. 2008). An
interesting finding is that the development effort to raise village
homes onto soil plinths with the intention to protect people
from floodwaters inadvertently mimicked the stratigraphy of
flood plains associated with high levels of arsenic. It made
the home a further support for arsenic on the earth’s surface.
Through a series of conduits—the tubewells, the human body,
the soil plinths—humans came to express the structure and
chemical composition of the landscape on which they live.

How is the above scenario comparable to the image of giants at
play that we get fromNovalis and romantic geology? There is the
becoming of nonhuman through the infiltration of arsenic into
one’s body, there is the threat of self-annihilationofbothbodyand
mind, but surely there is not the same gigantic destructiveness of
the kind that I propose above for a latter-day Western romantic
subject? Although I maintain that there are dimensions of the
nonhuman within the ordinary gestures of Bangladeshi villagers
and river dwellers whose houses on plinths and bodies poisoned
by arsenic suggest how they express the subsurface of the earth, it
is important tomaintain thedifferences inbeinghuman in the two
settings, notably the differential conditions for self-flourishing.
In Conclusion, Two Dances

By way of conclusion, I turn to two dances, both of which at-
tempt to express the earth’s movements, including those of
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humans across its surface. This turn is again in the romantic
spirit of Novalis by which I have been most guided in this
paper. For Novalis, it was feeling that produced a sense of be-
comingwith the absolute rather than reason. Such feelings were
only ever attempted, if not always successfully, by art. He de-
fined art as that which made feeling its object.

Moon Ribas is a Spanish artist who wears sensors on her
body that vibrate anytime there is an earthquake in the world.2

She dances as she feels the impulses in her body and according
to their intensity. Given that I am interested in exploring how
one feels the movement of the earth within oneself and the
romantic exploration of the subsequent dissolution of subjec-
tivity, this effort to express the earth interested me. Ribas ex-
plains how she imagines the sensors as sculpting her brain,
making her into a cyborg, and giving her two heartbeats.3While
fascinated by Ribas’s art, I ultimately do not find her expression
and interpretation convincing. I think the impersonal tone is
noteworthy in allowing her to cast herself as an instrument or,
more explicitly, a cyborg, but this seems to me to be a prob-
lematic expression of the dissolution of subjectivity as the ex-
perience of the geological. The problematic aspect is that the
dancer purports to express the inner movements of the earth
without the mediation of the socialized body; it has an un-
questioned universalizing aspect to it. But the art still helps
raise the question of whether the dissolution of subjectivity
necessarily entails the embrace of the impersonal. According to
Novalis, it is art that takes feeling as its object that expresses the
dissolution of subjectivity; in other words, it is “feelingfulness”
and not the flatness of the impersonal that best expresses this
condition. I would further argue that the dissolution of sub-
jectivity entails acknowledging the dimension of the nonhu-
man at the edges of human gestures, the aspect of gigantism
at play within them, but without allowing the particularity of
the human from falling away from view. A second dance sug-
gests how this particularity matters in making feeling more
prominent and poignant.

A snippet of a longer dance titled “zero degrees” by Akram
Khan and Sidi Larbi provides an instance of what I mean.
AkramKhan is a British dancer of Bangladeshi origins, and Sidi
Larbi is a Belgian dancer of Flemish and Moroccan descent.
Their dance grew out of their desire to dance together, to seek
out a point at which the different aspects of their identities find
equilibrium. In it twomen dance their attempts to connect with
and carry the bodies of mannequins, being weighed down by
them but refusing to leave the stage without them.4 This snippet
of the longer dance feels compelling to me as suggesting the
pain of separateness and the desire for relatedness as a way to
understand the attraction between humans and the geological
as the nonhuman. The effort to express a collective movement
through the human and the nonhuman by stringing together
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?vp1Un4MFR-vNI.
3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?vpwczTPlHEMbY.
4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?vp1g5fLgsSQWU.
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one’s body with mannequins seems very poignant to me in
terms of suggesting the weight of the geological and corporeal
efforts to sense and carry it as one’s own. It suggests a different
way to understand the conjoining of the human and the non-
human, subjectivity and its dissolution, frailty and gigantism,
that works precisely because it makes feeling its object.
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